Corrigendum

PRDA1, a Novel Chloroplast Nucleoid Protein, is Required for Early Chloroplast Development and is Involved in the Regulation of Plastid Gene Expression in Arabidopsis

Jiangwei Qiao, Jun Li, Wen Chu and Meizhong Luo

The above article was published in Plant Cell Physiol. 54(12): 2071-2084, doi:10.1093/pcp/pct148

The Fig. 8A bottom panels were incorrect. The correct Fig. 8A bottom panels are shown below.

The legend for Fig. 8B contained errors. “MRL7–YFPN/FSD2–YFPC (lower row)” and “FeCh–YFPN/FSD2–YFPC (lower row)” should have read “MRL7-LUCN/FSD2-LUCC (lower row)” and “FeCh-LUCN/FSD2-LUCC (lower row)”, respectively.

The author apologises for this error.